National Quilt Championships, Sandown 2019
Workshop List
Some workshops will overlap so please check the times when making your choice.
Workshops can be booked at the show on a first come, first served basis. Payment should
be made by cash only.

Workshop 1
11.30am - 1 hour- £8.00
A miniature Seaside Scene – Across the Bay with Julia Gahagen
With just fabric and glue you will make a little seaside scene using shadow appliqué producing a
piece of work to take home and complete into a little quilt. A fun and easy technique for all levels.
12.45pm - 1 hour - £7.50
Play with Glitter Liners with Vendulka Battais
Would you like a fast and easy way to add a bit of glitter to your textile work? Come and try Marabu
Glitter Liners and colour in a pre-quilted feather or a tree panel.
2.00pm - 1 hour - £6.50
Seaside Postcard with Gail Lawther
Stitch your own year-long memory of sun, sand and surf with this irresistible beach hut design; fused
the pieces into place, then decorate with hand stitching, lace and embellishments. Frame the
finished piece as a little picture, add others to create a larger quilt, or use to decorate a bag front,
kindle cover, journal or photo album. All fabric, hand-sewing threads, wadding, lace and
embellishment provided.

Workshop 2
11.30am - 1 Hour - £7.50
Create a Beautiful Batik Landscape with Roxana Pallatt (Hannah’s Room)
Join Roxana Pallatt as she shows you how to create a simple yet effective landscape using beautiful
batik fabrics. Participants will complete the basics of this scene during the workshop and then add
stitching and embellishment at home
12.45pm - 1 Hour - £7.00
Come Fly with Me! with Kim Shaw
Whether you want to represent a time of year or mark a special occasion, use your pattern in a
number of ways to illustrate your ideas and thoughts. Add or adapt items to personalise for intended
recipient. Kit and pattern supplied.
2.00pm - 1 hour - £7.00
Colonial Ring Pillow with Sandie Lush
The colonial knot is a decorative stitch used in candlewicking. Learn how to make the know and
combine it with quilting and beads to make an attractive 8” ring pillow.

Workshop 3
11.30am - 1 hour - £8.00
Making a Small Coin Purse with Sylvie Plested
During the workshop you will decorate a small piece of fabric with Indian Kantha stitching.
Templates will be provided. You then will learn how to use a small piece of springy tape measure to
sew into the top of the fabric to finish your small coin purse. This method can then be used for other
items you might want to make at home. All necessary material will be in your kit, including small
piece of tape measure, duct tape, threads and needles.
12.45pm - 1 hour - £7.50
Hoop Hoop Hooray! Wall Organisers for the sewing Room with Jan Allston
Make yourself a snazzy organiser for your sewing room. Store all your project needs in it when you
sit and sew your next quilt. As well as the hoop, fabrics and bias binding, you will take away a free
needle and pair of gold stork embroidery scissors as well! Instruction sheet supplied as well so when
you get home you can make some more and be the envy of all your friends.
2.00pm - 1 hour - £7.00
Corded and Stuffed 3D Quilting with Sylvia Critcher
Create a 3D textile surface with trapunto, Italian quilting and my style of French cording. Combine
these with English quilting and you will have an interesting design that looks complicated, but is very
easy to do. For both beginners and experienced stitchers.

Workshop 4
11.30am - 1 hour - £7.00
Tactile Twiddled Daisy Design with Jennie Rayment
Create an eight-petal manipulated masterpiece. Simple to make yet divertingly unique. A novel
creation from Jennie’s latest book. Come and have fun fiddling with fabric – ideal for all ages and
abilities. Full pre-cut kit provided to make a cushion or small hanging.
12.45pm - 1 Hour - £6.50
Picture with Maggie Davies
This design was inspired by Fabergé. Something for everyone – invisible needle turn appliqué; then
add embellishments with Swarovski crystals, beads and hand embroidery. Kit provided.
2.00pm - 1 hour - £8.00
Traditional Hand Quilted Draw Centre Piece / Mat with Abbie Searle
We’ll be spending time hand quilting a design on a centre piece/mat, using template rulers designed
by Abbie especially for these workshops. Learning how to use quilting templates to their best,
traditional hand quilting with hints and tips, with a little extra time at home, this could become a
small draw string bag or a bag motif….

